The Committee on Global Thought provides a forum for global conversations across disciplines and borders that pose open-ended questions rather than asserting received ideas or categories. Our aim is to think differently about the world as it is today and might be in the future, with the goal of having these thoughts do work in the world, pursuing conceptual innovations that serve practical action. The Committee’s work includes signature research projects, pedagogical innovation in the M.A. in Global Thought and Undergraduate Global Thought curriculum, Global Think-ins, and public events on campus and at the Columbia Global Centers. Visit us at cgt.columbia.edu.

An innovative interdisciplinary exploration of the global connections and commonalities in our world today. A flexible curriculum taught by renowned scholars intended to foster new ways of thinking about critical global issues. Visit cgt.columbia.edu/ma for more.

The UCGT brings together undergraduate students interested in engaging issues of global relevance and involves them in the interdisciplinary work of the CGT via events and initiatives of particular significance to the undergraduate community. Programming is organized by the UCGT Core Committee. The Committee is open to join for all Columbia University undergraduates.

Experiential learning opportunities with local non-profit organizations. Open to all Columbia and Barnard undergraduates. More information on remote Fall 2020 opportunities coming soon!

@global.thought  globalthought  @global_thoughts